














BRIGGS & STRATTON 
PART ENGINE SPARK GAP 

CCNPOSITE 

MAGNETRON ASSY 
SERIES 280000 5 - 6 mm. 

TESTING ONE PIECE SOLID STATE IGNITION MODULE 

Be sure that the AC. power switch is in the OFF position. 

1. Fit the Flywheel simulator to meter.

2. Set spark gap to 3 mm.

3. Press GREY coiI button.

4. Connect the (-) high voltage test lead to the ignition module
as above.

5. Connect the ( +) high voltage test lead to the spark plug lead.

6. Set up as shown above.

7. Switch power to ON.

8. If there is no spark across a 3 mm spark gap, then the ignition
unit is faulty.

9. If there is a  steady spark across the gap, then slowly
the gap  to  the above recommendation.

10. If spark is weak or   intermittent at recommended gap,
then ignition unit is faulty.

i•ncrease 

11. If ignition unit is  OK,  then connect the insulation probe into
socket on meter  and pass over spark plug lead and around the
ignition  unit for high  voltage leakage.
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TESTING ONE PIECE SOLID STATE IGNITION MODULE 
 
 


Be sure that the AC. power switch is in the OFF position. 


1. Fit the Flywheel simulator to meter. 


2. Set spark gap to 3 mm. 


3. Press GREY coiI button. 


4. Connect the (-) high voltage test lead to the ignition module 
as above. 


5. Connect the ( +) high voltage test lead to the spark plug lead. 


6. Set up as shown above. 


7. Switch power to ON. 


8. If there is no spark across a 3 mm spark gap, then the ignition 
unit is faulty. 


 


9. If there is a  steady spark across the gap, then slowly 
the gap  to  the above recommendation. 


10. If spark is weak or   intermittent at recommended gap, 
then ignition unit is faulty. 
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11. If ignition unit is  OK,  then connect the insulation probe into 
socket on meter  and pass over spark plug lead and around the 
ignition  unit for high  voltage leakage. 







